ARE YOU READY FOR A MIRACLE

By LeeAnn Rhimes
Evan Almighty Soundtrack
Choreo: The Fab Five: Lynn Ogle, Scotty Bilz, Naomi Pyle, Matt Sexton & Chip Summey

Sequence: Mod Part A-B-A-B-A Wait 24 Beats C-D-A-E-D-Ending (Starts when she says "are you ready" 2nd time)

********  ********  ********  ********  ********  ********  ********  ********  ********

Mod Part A:
Mountain Basic DTS DT(up)/DSRS - left foot lead
2 Basics DSRS DSRS
Double Ups DTS(xif)/DBL/UP (total 4 X's - moving forward)
L
Chain & Angle Back DTS RS RS RS (angle left) DTS RS RS RS (angle right) - (backward)

Part A:
Mountain Basic DTS(1/4 left) DT(up)/DSRS - left foot lead

REPEAT ABOVE TO FACE FRONT, THEN ADD...

Double Ups DTS(xif)/DBL/UP (total 4 X's - moving forward)
Chain & Angle Back DTS RS RS RS (angle left) DTS RS RS RS (angle right) - (backward)

Part B:
Slur Brush Turn DTS DTS(xif) DTS Slur/Step(ib) DTS Brush/Up (1/4 left) DSRS L
Triple Fwd & Back DTS DTS DTS Brush/Up (forward) DTS DTS DTS RS (backward)

REPEAT ALL OF ABOVE TO FACE FRONT

Part A: Mountain Basic-2 Basics-Double Ups-Chain & Angle
Part B: Slur Brush Turn-Triples Fwd & Back
Part A: Mountain Basic-2 Basics-Double Ups-Chain & Angle
Part C: 4 Heel Steps Heel/Step Heel/Step Heel/Step Heel/Step (forward)
4 DTS DTS DTS DTS (backward)
2 Rocking Chairs DTS/Brush Up-DSRS (1/4 left) DTS/Brush Up-DSRS (1/4 left)

REPEAT ALL OF ABOVE TO FACE FRONT

Part D:
Clogover Vine DTS DTS(xif) DTS DTS(xib) DTS DTS(xif) DSRS (left)
Triple Stamp DTS DTS DTS Stamp/Up - right foot lead
Fancy Double DTS DTS RS RS

REPEAT ALL OF ABOVE TO FACE FRONT

Part A: Mountain Basic-2 Basics-Double Ups-Chain & Angle

Part E:
Double Ups DTS(xif)/DBL/UP (total 4 X's - moving forward)
2 Basics DSRS DSRS (backward)
Hold Hold for 16 beats - raise arms up slowly and then...
Wait for drum roll (4 Beats) and start Part D (clogover)

Part D: Clogover Vine-Triple Stamp-Fancy Dbl

Ending: Step left foot out and arms up